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It has been my very great
privilege to have served as
the chairman of the Cockburn
Association since 2008. The
experience has often been
challenging and always
been interesting.
It has given me the pleasure of working
with a remarkable group of people
whose commitment of their talents and
energy to the Association’s objectives
of the maintenance, improvement and
promotion of the amenity of the city of
Edinburgh, has been as generous as it
has been unstinting. I have, however,
advised the Council that I intend to step
down at this the 141st Annual General
Meeting. This then is my final report
as chairman of the Association and
as convenor of the management and
finance committee.
One of the first things I did on being
elected to chair the Association was to
re-read Lord Cockburn’s famous letter
to the Lord Provost on the best ways
of spoiling the beauty of Edinburgh.
It was this open letter, written in
1849, which firmly associated Henry
Cockburn with ideas surrounding the
need to preserve the amenity of the city,
although his concerns over the dangers
to Edinburgh and its special character
were life-long. The letter, which appears
as an appendix to George Bruce’s
history of the first one hundred years
of the Cockburn Association, Some
Practical Good, has a very modern ring
to it. Cockburn recognised the need for
commercial development, saw scope for
improvement and deplored the absence
in his day of a system of regulated
town planning, but he emphasised that
essential to Edinburgh being Edinburgh
was its peculiar beauty. Cockburn’s
appreciation of that beauty began
with the city’s natural environment.

This he saw as having been improved
by (then relatively recent) examples of
excellent architecture. First on his list
of these buildings was the High School
and first on his list of their designers
was Thomas Hamilton. For Cockburn,
all this was at risk because of shortsighted desire for short-term profit.
However, in his view, the danger did not
simply come from those who wished to
exploit Edinburgh for their own gain, it
also came from complacent inhabitants
and civic leaders whose lazy notion, as
Cockburn put it, could be expressed as
“Let them do what they like, they can
never spoil Edinburgh.”
As I say, Cockburn’s letter and the
concern expressed there that something
of enormous value is at risk of being lost
for ever, have a very modern ring. As I
sit down to write this report I have the
newspapers of 18 March 2016 in front
of me. In them there is the report that, at
the last moment, the refusal of planning
permission for the proposal to build
a hotel on the Old Royal High School
site (to which proposal the Cockburn
Association objected) has been appealed
by the developer. The article reminds
readers of the “strong concern about
the state of urban conservation in
Edinburgh” which had been expressed
by the director of the UNESCO World
Heritage Centre in February of this year.
Also in the papers is a photograph,
illustrating an article reporting on
a statement by the Director of the
Cockburn Association. The photograph
is of the garish fairground that was
erected in Princes Street Gardens in
December of last year. Lord Cockburn
was not ignorant of tourism.
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Indeed, he understood its dynamics
very well: “Other places have some ...or
greater attractions. But no other place
excites the same peculiar interest.
...there is probably not one stranger out
of each hundred of the many who visit
us, who is attracted by anything but the
beauty of the city and its vicinity.” Our
Director was very much to the same
effect when she was quoted in the article
with its fairground photograph saying:
“This is a fantastically beautiful city that
could sell itself if they concentrated
on keeping it clean and applied the
art of place-making rather than place
destroying.”
In this year therefore, as in previous
years, the Association, through its
Council, its committees and many of its
members, has tried to apply ideals which
make the same good sense now as they
did more than one hundred and fifty
years ago, with a view to achieving some
practical good for the city of Edinburgh.
In doing so we have continued to punch
well above our weight. In their reports
the convenors of the committees will
provide detail of what has been done.
It has required a lot of work and I
would wish to express, on behalf of all
members of the Cockburn, our grateful
thanks to all those who have done that
work: the conveners and members
of our Cases, Strategic Planning and
Environment, and Transport Committees
and our Director, Marion Williams.

However, for all what has been a
remarkable effort, we remain conscious
that we are a small organisation with
limited resources endeavouring to
engage with never-ending processes of
policy generation and decision-making.
The view that we needed to maximise
the effect of that effort by doing less
but doing it better, informed the review
which produced the new strategy for
the Association which was agreed by
Council and adopted by the members
at the AGM in 2015. At the AGM our
president observed to me that he had
seen many promising new strategies
in the course of his career but fewer
successful implementations. That is the
challenge that has been taken up in the
course of the year, principally by John
Fleming, Richard Scothorne and Andrew
Macleod. It remains work in progress.
Lord Cockburn saw the natural
environment of Edinburgh as, if
anything, more important than its built
environment. A very important part
of that natural environment is what
we now refer to as the Greenbelt. As
has become increasingly apparent
in the course of the year, it is at risk
from intrusions for business use and
housing, notwithstanding the availability
of brownfield alternatives. That the
outcome of Scottish Government’s
Planning Review may well be to weaken
greenfield protection has made our
concern for the Greenbelt the more
acute. Duncan Campbell, who from his
position as convenor of our Strategic
Planning and Environment Committee
has become the Cockburn Council’s
Greenbelt champion, will say more about
this in his report.

I have already mentioned the very
considerable work of the Director
and the convenors and members of
committees. On your behalf, can I thank
also, for their contributions during the
year: our President, Sir Sandy Crombie;
the members of the Council of the
Cockburn Association; Joe Taylor
who has combined the roles of office
administrator and cases officer; and all
our volunteers and interns. However,
I trust I will be forgiven for drawing
particular attention to the two members
of Council who demit office at this AGM,
Jens Bergmark and John Fleming. Jens
filled the demanding role of convenor of
the Cases Committee with diligence and
energy and brought a characteristic wry
good humour to Council discussions.
John Fleming has been a simply
excellent vice-chairman, always ready
with wise advice and useful practical
support. His contribution has been
immense.
In concluding can I also express my
thanks to you, the members, without
whom there would be no Cockburn
Association. Lord Cockburn looked to
the future. He asked himself: “How will
Edinburgh look in 1949, or 2049?” Your
membership of the Association means
that you care about the second part of
that question and support every effort to
make the answer a good one for the city.
.

“In this year therefore, as in previous years, the Association, through its Council,
its committees and many of its members, has tried to apply ideals which make
the same good sense now as they did more than one hundred and fifty years
ago, with a view to achieving some practical good for the city of Edinburgh.”
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CASES COMMITTEE REPORT
Marion Williams
The number of planning applications
have continued to rise with increasing
time spent filtering through the weekly
planning lists, attending meetings with
developers, agents and architects,
consultations for PANs (Pre Application
Notices), going along to the Development
Management Sub-Committee meetings,
the monthly Edinburgh Urban Design
Panel, and meetings with our member
groups and individuals seeking help
and advice.
We reported on the plans to redevelop
the Old Royal High School into a luxury
hotel last year. As I write, this is now with
the Government Reporter who is dealing
with the appeal after the city councillors
narrowly refused permission. We spoke
against the proposal at the planning
hearing. A report will go the Scottish
Minister for decision. In the meantime,
there is an application for a music
school on the site and this will be going
to committee soon. We have supported
this application as a viable use of the site
without damage to the building and its
setting.
Demolition of listed buildings and
buildings in conservation areas was
a theme for last year. We have seen
the redevelopment of the New Town’s
East End with new buildings on South
St Andrew Square, proposals for West
Register Street now with the Minister
for decision and preparatory work for
the new St James. In the Old Town there
are proposals for demolition at King’s
Stable Road making way for student
accommodation and hotels and major
redevelopment of the India Buildings
for hotel accommodation.
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We are disappointed at the lack of
provision of affordable accommodation
in the city, both sites were sold by
the city council. However, the current
market provides investment for hotel
and student accommodation, not for
residential units.
It was a huge disappointment to lose
the fight for the building on Canonmills
Bridge, making way for an inappropriate
mass of building in its place. The city
councillors were unanimous in refusing
permission to demolish the building
but it was overturned on appeal. The
frustration of the local community, that
campaigned so well, raised again the
question of local democracy and the
need for some equal right of appeal.
Something we are unlikely to see as an
outcome of the Scottish Government’s
Planning Review that reports soon.
Other issues have included advertising
hoardings, we have successfully brought
enforcement against the worst offenders
but with such a tight timescale to object
to applications we are kept on our
toes; the reinstatement of the Forsythe
Sphere, we were successful in bringing
this enforcement and the fully restored
sphere should be back on the skyline by
the end of June. Lost Edinburgh fought
a terrific campaign on facebook; Setts in
the City are now under review after our
request in the face of the Transport
& Environment Committee’s decision
to replace the Brighton Place setts
with asphalt and sections of setts to
be removed for planned cycle routes.
Talks are ongoing regarding plans for
improving George Street and West
Princes Street Gardens. The Association
has a place on both steering groups.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING &
ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
Duncan Campbell
The numbers of responses submitted to
consultations from Scottish Government
(SG) and the City of Edinburgh Council
(CEC) have been similar to previous
years. They cover a range of subjects
relevant to Cockburn’s interests,
including the future growth of Edinburgh
and the consequential impacts upon
its Green Belt.
The SG’s economic strategy is to
promote sustainable growth, especially
in the Edinburgh city region, which
is regarded as a ‘key driver’ of the
Scottish economy. The consequences
of this policy continues to cause
concern to many community and other
organisations, including the Association.
Many feel that short-term growth
priorities are being given preference
over genuine sustainable development
and equity.
During 2015, representatives from SPEC
and the South West Community Forum
(SWCF is a consortium of community
councils and amenity bodies in the
south and west of Edinburgh, where
development pressures are severe) met
and discussed issues of concern in
the planning system with the drafters
of manifestos in the main Scottish
political parties for the 2016 Scottish
Parliamentary Election. The main issues
raised were public confidence in the
planning system; fairness in the planning
system; assessments of housing land
requirements; stronger protection for
environment/heritage/agriculture in the
urban/peri urban context.

representatives of the Edinburgh Civic
Forum was carried out during August
2015. 100 responses were received. The
purpose of the survey was to seek the
views of a sample of Edinburgh citizens
about the future growth of Edinburgh
and the perceived value of the Edinburgh
Green Belt. The responses to the
questionnaire were quite clear. 86% were
in favour of no or small expansion of the
city; 76% preferred a wider distribution
of growth across Scotland; 100% believe
the Green Belt is moderately to very
valuable; and 95% want to see stronger
protection of the Green Belt.
The views of males and females did not
differ greatly. Responses were spread
across nearly all of the Edinburgh
post codes. The Association is now
conducting a similar survey over a
wider sample of Edinburgh citizens.
Last year we reported that the
Cockburn’s many representations about
the need for respect and balance for
natural and cultural heritage policies
in the various consultation proposals
appear to be set aside. Unfortunately
this still doesn’t seem to have improved
and is being experienced by other
individuals and community groups,
causing considerable frustration and
disillusionment that carefully prepared
responses are not being listened to. This
suggests that even greater efforts are
required to persuade policy makers and
politicians to produce better balanced
policies.

TRANSPORT COMMITTEE
John Fleming & James Cook
“Plus ca change, plus c’est la même
chose” (The more things change,
the more they stay the same), and
so it appears to be with transport in
Edinburgh. Headlines from mid-March
2016 in the local press – “Edinburgh
named one of the most congested cities
in the UK”, and “Edinburgh road (the A8
from the West end to the Maybury) is the
worst commute in Britain” – might have
been written in 2015 when the Transport
Committee report led with an almost
identical headline.
As we wrote in last year’s Transport
Committee report, and as our colleagues
on the Strategic Planning & Environment
Committee will write in their report this
year, Edinburgh is experiencing extreme
pressure on housing, with certain types
of housing largely unaffordable for those
who work in the city. This results in a
large, and growing number of Edinburgh
workers commuting daily from outside
the city. If public transport does not offer
the ideal solution, it can be all too easy
to fall back to the very worst option,
commuting in a single-occupancy
private car.
The Cockburn Association has long said
that the answer is not to build more
roads. We feel that the answer should be
upon increasing the provision of public
transport; making it more appealing
to use; and using public transport to
lead major developments, rather than
providing it later, when travel patterns
have already become entrenched.

The Transport Committee met three
times in 2015 – rather less than our
plan of meeting every two months –
and discussed a wide range of topics,
covering both strategic issues and
observations on current issues.
We welcomed Professor Tom Rye,
Director of the Transport Research
Institute at Napier University as a
member of the committee. He brings
a valued perspective to our discussions,
from his academic role, and from the
time he spent as Professor of Transport
at Lund University in Sweden.
Early in 2016 John Fleming stood
down as Convenor of the Committee
and James Cook agreed to take on this
role. Over the course of the next 12
months it is intended that each meeting
of the Committee will focus on one
major transport issue, an approach
which is consistent with the Cockburn
Association’s general approach of doing
less but more in depth. It is also hoped to
strengthen the Committee by appointing
additional members.

Please see the full reports of
our committees on our website:
www.cockburnassociation.org.uk
You can also follow our work
on facebook and twitter

To supplement SPEC’s response to the
SESplan 2 Main Issues Report (MIR) a
small pilot survey of the membership
of the Cockburn Association and
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
Year Ended 30 September 2015

BALANCE SHEET
As at 30 September 2015

(Incorporating Income and Expenditure Account)

THE COCKBURN ASSOCIATION (The Edinburgh Civic Trust)

THE COCKBURN ASSOCIATION (The Edinburgh Civic Trust)
Unrestricted
		
Capital
Revenue
Restricted
Total
		funds
funds
funds
2015
		 £
£
£
£

Incoming resources

Total
2014
£

Incoming resources from generated funds:
Voluntary income:
Subscriptions and donations		
Legacies and bequests		
Doors Open Day 		
Gift Aid		

-

27,450
3,782

16,890
-

27,450
16,890
3,782

22,338
15,000
17,573
3,583

Activities for generating funds
Events and other activities		

-

812

-

812

2,147

Investment income		-

30,105

-

30,105

26,368

Total incoming resources		

-

62,149

16,890

79,039

87,009

Resources expended
Costs of generating funds:
Investment management costs		

-

4,952

-

4,952

4,874

Charitable activities		

-

70,064

16,890

86,954

89,987

Governance costs		-

2,292

-

2,292

2,220

-

77,308

16,890

94,198

97,081

Net outgoing resources
before transfers		-

(15,159)

-

(15,159)

(10,072)

15,159

-

-

-

Net outgoing resources before				
other recognised gains and losses		 (15,159)
-

-

(15,159)

(10,072)

Realised gain on sale of investments		

(3,977)

-

-

(3,977)

2,997

Unrealised gain on revaluation
of investments 		

(28,583)

-

-

(28,583)

24,395

Net movement in funds		(47,719)

-		 (47,719)

17,320

Total funds brought forward 		

676,002

-

-

676,002

658,682

Total funds carried forward 		 628,283

-

-

628,283

676,002

Total resources expended		

Gross transfers between funds

		

All activities are continuing

(15,159)

				
2015		2014
			£
£
£
£
Fixed assets		
Tangible assets				
31,089		
31,464
Investments 				561,388		599,313
				592,477		630,777
Current assets
Debtors – prepayments and accrued income		
6,336		
3,972
Cash at bank and in hand			
40,244		
48,513
–
			48,580		52,485
Current liabilities
Accruals			(10,774)		 (7,260)
			
Net current assets				35,806		45,225
				
Net assets				628,283		676,002
				
The funds of the charity:
Unrestricted funds				
628,283		
676,002
Restricted funds				-						628,283		676,002
				

TREASURER’S REPORT
Robert Cowan
The Statement of Financial Activities
and Balance Sheet for the year-ended
September 2015 are set out above.
These Financial statements have been
reviewed by Chiene & Tait and have
been approved by Cockburn Council.
Detailed Financial Statements
are available on request from the
Association.

I am pleased to report a positive
financial position for the Cockburn
Association. Whilst the organisation
continues to run at an operating deficit,
the positive reserve position has
generated investment income of
£30,105 to support operations in
addition to funding the net deficit.

At the year-end the value of the
unrestricted capital funds held
by the Association amounted to
£628,283, including cash balances
of £40,244 in addition to investments
totalling £561,388.

Operating income includes subscriptions
and donations of £27,450 and DOD
income of £16,890. Tight financial
control continues to be maintained
within the organisation.

These accounts have been prepared in accordance with the Financial
Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities (effective April 2008).
These accounts were approved by the Council Members on 19 April 2016
and were signed on their behalf by Rt. Hon Lord Brodie and Robert Cowan.
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